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Should Al be included in management's scorecards? 

ENZO SANTILLI: Well, if !:J OU believe in the time-tested management phrase, I believe it was 

Chuck Knight who said it, "What gets measured gets done," then that answer is an obvious 

one. It should be in the management scorecard. 

But addressing the first part of the question, the how, that is where boards need to be realistic. 

The!:J should be asking themselves first, are we resourcing this? Did we put our best minds on it? 

Did we full!:) understand management's plans, both in the earl!:J evaluation stage as well as the 

longer game? 

Once the board starts to get comfortable with the general direction that management is taking, 

it can then start to build milestones and track to them as the!:J would with an!:J long-term 

strategic priorit!:J . 

The earliest metrics we are seeing are interesting, however. Man!:J of them don't deal with tr!:) ing 

to hold to a budget or provide X number of use cases, though that can be a small part of it. The 

most forward-leaning organizations are looking at objectives that center around how Al can be 

infused into the least risk!:) areas and measuring the impact and level of adoption on a journe!:J . 

Those same organizations alwa!:J S also want to see how their management is tr!:) ing and failing 

and learning from the failures, because the!:J know that this is an iterative process and learning 

is the best wa!:J of improving all of the time. 

Some of them at this stage are literall!:J Sa!:J ing, "We want a roadmap and an investment model 

this !:Jear, and we'll worr!:J about the outputs later." Being in denial or silent about the role of Al 

is not a good path for the board right now, but neither is senseless h!:Jpe and making bold 

investment dollars without a plan. 

Al's adoption timeline 



 


